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Abstract: For improving the performance of an electromagnetic isolation system with reasonable
parameters and avoid the parameter tuning problem of a PID controller, an active control method
is put forward based on equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient. In this paper, the range of
equivalent stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient of the electromagnetic force are calculated based
on the required range of dynamic performance indexes. According to the nonlinear expression between
electromagnetic force and coil current and gap, the relationships between the coil current and equivalent
stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient are established. Then, the equivalent stiffness coefficient and
damping coefficient can be satisfied by the controlled current in different gaps for meeting the required
dynamic performance indexes. For reducing the maximum overshoot and the number of oscillations of
the system, the active control method with the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient is
proposed based on the piecewise control strategy to realize the variable control parameters of the isolation
system. Simulation and experimental results verify that the control method based on the equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient can obtain the desired dynamic performance indexes and the proposed
control method with the piecewise strategy can not only reduce the setting time of the system, but also
ensure the stability of the system.

Keywords: active control; vibration isolation; equivalent stiffness; equivalent damping

1. Introduction

Vibration, a ubiquitous physical phenomenon in the field of engineering and technology, has brought
many inconveniences and hazards to daily life, scientific research, and production. For example, vibrations
may reduce the processing accuracy and the surface finish of the workpieces, affect the accuracy of precision
equipments, cause the chatter of aircrafts and ship hulls, and decrease the life of mechanical systems [1,2].
In recent years, high requirement on vibration control has been paid in processing equipments, measuring
instruments, mechanical systems, and other engineering applications. Therefore, an effective vibration
isolation system should be developed [3,4].
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In recent years, a lot of vibration isolation systems have been developed and exploited effectively to
control vibration. Vibration isolation systems can be divided into two kinds in general: passive isolation
systems and active isolation systems [5,6]. Passive isolation systems cannot require external power sources
and control systems during the action, which operate with negative work to consume the kinetic energy
for vibration isolation systems [7–9]. They have been extensively used to isolate vibration because of the
simple structure and the low cost [10–12].

The aforementioned passive isolation systems can effectively isolate vibration without any external
power and control systems. However, the fixed-structure parameters (stiffness and damping coefficient)
of passive isolation systems fail to meet the high requirements on various dynamic performances.
In comparison with passive isolation systems, active electromagnetic isolation systems can effectively
solve these problems with controllable stiffness and damping coefficient to achieve dynamic performance
indexes based on various control methods. Lots of active electromagnetic isolation systems have been
designed and utilized to control vibration. Kim et al. designed the vibration isolation system to provide
the electro-magnetic levitation force based on the magnetic actuator and the pneumatic elastic chamber for
semiconductor processing equipments [13]. Zhou et al. developed a novel vibration isolation system with a
mechanical spring, two electromagnets, and a permanent magnet which are built for a magnetic spring [14].
In order to overcome the problems of the passive isolation systems, Ahn et al. presented a hybrid-type
isolation system based on the electromagnetic and pneumatic force for mechanical systems [15].

Although many methods have been developed and used effectively for designing active isolation
systems, active control methods should be studied due to the fact that the controller can improve the
performance of vibration isolation systems. According to different application conditions and requirements
on vibration control accuracy, different control strategies and algorithms are needed to design the controller
of an active vibration isolation system. At present, the control methods of active vibration isolation systems
mainly include direct output feedback, adaptive control, optimal control, neural network control, and so
on. Sun et al. proposed a fuzzy controller for a vibration isolation system disturbed by regular excitation
signals [16]. Bai et al. employed linear quadratic gaussian control and µ-synthesis in the controller for
the active isolation system [17]. Shaw et al. employed an adaptive controller for actively controlling an
actuator for vibration isolation, and the experimental results indicate the validity of the adaptive controller
for active vibration isolation [18]. Mehendale et al. utilized linear parameter-varying control techniques
to design adaptive active vibration isolation systems for a single degree-of-freedom vibration isolation
system [19]. Chen et al. adopted neural network control methods to attenuate external disturbance and
isolate vibration in an isolation platform [20]. Xie et al. employed genetic algorithm to isolate vibration of
viscoelastic damped structures and verify the applicability of genetic algorithm to vibration isolation of a
simple beam structure [21].

The aforementioned works demonstrate that the intelligent control algorithms can improve effect of
vibration control. However, the problems of the intelligent control algorithms are twofold. On the one
hand, those intelligent control algorithms are sometimes too complex and the computational time of the
above algorithms is sometimes very long, which result in limiting their engineering application. On the
other hand, control results of the intelligent control algorithms may be different under identical initial
parameters. Aimed at such dilemmas, the PID controller which is a direct output feedback method has
been widely applied to control vibration. The parameter tuning of the PID controller is the key step in
the process of designing the controller. The selection of Kp, Ki and Kd parameters will directly affect the
performance of the PID controller. The parameter tuning methods of the PID controller can be divided
into experimental method and intelligent tuning method. Zhang et al. chose the appropriate parameters
of the PID controller for the isolation platform to reduce the disturbances [22].
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The parameter tuning based on the experimental method needs to do many experiments, which is
not beneficial for practical engineering application. The intelligent tuning method, an effective PID
parameter tuning method, usually used in the PID controller of active isolation systems. Song et al.
exploited genetic algorithm to obtain parameters of the PID controller for magnetic suspension system [23].
Fadil et al. employed an iterative learning algorithm to select parameters for the PID controller of
flexible beam structure [24]. Rahman et al. utilized ant colony optimization to tune parameters of
the PID controller to find optimal required force for wind turbine tower [25]. Although the above
intelligent tuning methods make the PID controller have good control performance, the intelligent
algorithms are usually complex and time-consuming, which again limits their application. All of the above
PID controllers can effectively control vibration based on experimental methods and intelligent tuning
methods. However, these aforementioned methods need to conduct many experiments or employ complex
algorithms with computation burden and time. For these reasons, the present study investigates an active
control method based on equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient, which can be used for practical
engineering application.

In this paper, a new active control method with equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient is
proposed for the electromagnetic isolation system. In this method, the range of equivalent stiffness
coefficient and damping coefficient of the electromagnetic force are calculated based on the required range
of dynamic performance indexes. The equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient are similar to the Kp

and Kd parameters of a PID controller, which can avoid the parameter tuning problem in the PID controller.
According to the established nonlinear relationship between electromagnetic force and coil current and
gap in the our own previous paper [26], the equivalent stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient can be
satisfied by the controlled current in different gaps for achieving the better vibration isolation performance.
Moreover, the control diagram is presented. Finally, simulations and experiments are implemented for
verifying the effectiveness of the proposed active control method.

2. Isolation Structure and Electromagnetic Force

The structure of the electromagnetic vibration isolation system is shown in Figure 1, including a
spring, two displacement sensors and two electromagnets locate in the spring in order to save space of the
isolation system. Some precision instruments might be affected by the motor inside and the disturbance
from the external environment. When two electromagnets are passed currents with the identical size
but opposite direction, the electromagnetic repulsion force will be generated to attenuate vibration and
keep the stability for the isolated object. Due to the fact that two electromagnets connect with spring in
parallel, the electromagnetic repulsion force and the elastic force of the spring attenuate vibration together.
The changes of displacement produced from the vibration are recorded by two displacement sensors.
With the values of displacement, the electromagnetic repulsion force will be transferred to the plate and
apply to the vibration source by equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient to control currents.
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Figure 1. Structure of the electromagnetic isolation system.

Due to the fact that the relationship between electromagnetic force and the gap and coil current with
nonlinear characteristics, the electromagnetic vibration isolation system is complex to control. For acquiring
the nonlinear relationship between electromagnetic force and the gap and coil current, two electromagnets
are simulated by COMOSOL Multiphysics when they passed currents with the identical size but opposite
direction. There are two cylindrical electromagnets with identical size and parameters in COMSOL
Multiphysics. Both two electromagnets are 65 mm in diameter and 30 mm in height. The iron core of
the electromagnetis 36 mm in diameter and 30 mm in height. The electromagnet has 2700 rings and the
diameter of the coil is 0.53 mm.

Two electromagnets with a 2D axisymmetric model are established by COMOSOL Multiphysics.
The COMOSOL Multiphysics model of two electromagnets is meshed based on free triangular. With the
established COMSOL model of two electromagnets, the electromagnetic force can be calculated at any
gap and electric current in COMSOL simulation. Based on the COMSOL simulation results, the nonlinear
relationship between the electromagnetic force fe and the gap y and coil current i can be fitted as shown in
Equation (1). Equation (1) is obtained by data fitting from COMSOL simulation and verified in experiments
which can be referred to [26]. Due to the simulation results in size and varied trend are mainly consistent
with the experimental results, the fitting result in Equation (1) is utilized based on the simulation results in
this paper:

fe(y, i) = 8259.7863 ∗ y2 + 2.4055 ∗ i2 − 61.9546 ∗ y

+ 3.1128 ∗ i− 311.2811 ∗ y ∗ i− 0.5093
(1)

3. Performance Indexes of the Electromagnetic Isolation System

3.1. The Kinetic Equation of an Electromagnetic Isolation System

The model of the vibration isolation system can be simplified in Figure 2, the mass of the electromagnet
is m, the damping coefficient of the vibration isolation system when the coil without currents is d1 and
the stiffness of spring is k1. The electromagnetic force between two electromagnets is fe. The plate will
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cause the vibration displacement x(t) to emerge after the plate of the system suffers an external force fd.
The downward direction is regarded as the positive direction.

m

k1 d1 fe

x(t)

fd

m

Figure 2. The model of the electromagnetic vibration isolation system.

It is assumed that the condition without currents in two electromagnets is the stable state of the
system. The electromagnetic vibration isolation system will become unstable state after the system suffers
an external force fd, which is equal to a step signal in this paper. In order to counteract the external
disturbance fd and get the system back to the stable state, the electromagnetic force fe is aroused by the
controllable currents.

After the system suffers an external force fd, the kinetic equation of the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system can be acquired based on the transfer law of the vibration as follows:

Mẍ + d1 ẋ + k1x + fe(y, i) = fd (2)

where M = m + m0, in which m = 530 g is the mass of electromagnet and m0 = 200 g is the mass
of an isolated object; g = 9.8 N/kg is the gravity of earth; k1 = 589 N/m is the stiffness of spring;
d1 = 10 N · s/m is the damping coefficient of the system. The damping coefficient of the vibration isolation
system without electric current is determined by experiment, which can be referred to [26].

Due to the fact that the electromagnetic force is determined by the gap y and the current i.
The relationship between x and y as follows:

y = g(x) = L0 − 2 ∗ h0 − x (3)

where L0 = 0.083 m is the original length of a spring, h0 = 0.03 m is the height of a electromagnet.
Based on the aforementioned equations, Equation (1) can be changed to keep the unity of the variables

as follows:

fe(x, i) = 8259.7863 ∗ x2 + 2.4055 ∗ i2 − 317.9956 ∗ x

− 4.0467 ∗ i + 311.2811 ∗ x ∗ i + 2.4351
(4)

3.2. Relationship between Current and Stiffness and Damping Coefficient

Due to the fact that the two electromagnets with the electromagnetic repulsion force can be simplified
as a linear spring or a spring and a damper, the electromagnetic isolation system can be regarded as a
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parallel structure consisting of two linear springs or two linear springs and two dampers. In other words,
the electromagnetic force could be equal to the following two cases:

(1) fe1 = k2x, in which k2 is the equivalent stiffness of the two electromagnets. It implies that the
two electromagnets with the electromagnetic repulsion force can be simplified as a linear spring.
Then, Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:

Mẍ + d1 ẋ + (k1 + k2)x = fd (5)

The transfer function is achieved by Fourier transforming Equation (5) as follows:

G1(s) =
1

Ms2 + d1s + (k1 + k2)
(6)

Based on the above transfer function, the damping ratio ζ which is hoped to satisfy 0 < ζ < 1 and the
undamped natural frequency wn are respectively obtained as follows:

ζ =
d1

2 ∗M ∗ wn
(7)

wn =

√
(k1 + k2)

M
(8)

Due to the fact that an object acts on the system is equal to a step input to the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system which is a second-order oscillating system. The dynamic performance indexes of the
system can be calculated to design the controller as follows:

tr =
π − arccos ζ

wn ∗
√

1− ζ2 (9)

tp =
π

wn ∗
√

1− ζ2 (10)

σ% = e−π∗ζ/
√

1−ζ2 ∗ 100% (11)

ts =
4

ζ ∗ wn
(12)

N =
2 ∗

√
1− ζ2

π ∗ ζ
(13)

where tr is the rise time, tp is the peak time, σ% is the overshoot, ts is the settling time, and N is the number
of oscillations.

Given the desired scopes of performance indexes of the second order system as follows:

0 < ζ < 1

0 < tr < 0.1

0.05 < tp < 0.2

0 < σ% < 10%

0.1 < ts < 2

0 < N < 5

(14)
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Based on the above inequalities, the equivalent stiffness k2 of the two electromagnets can be calculated
within a certain range as follows:

0 < k2 < 1151 (15)

After the equivalent stiffness k2 is selected in the above range, the relationship between the equivalent
stiffness k2 and coil current i and the vibration displacement x can be built as follows:

fe1(x, i) = 8259.7863 ∗ x2 + 2.4055 ∗ i2 − 317.9956 ∗ x

− 4.0467 ∗ i + 311.2811 ∗ x ∗ i + 2.4351 = k2x
(16)

Equation (16) indicates that the values of the equivalent stiffness k2 can be satisfied by controlling the
coil currents when the gaps are measured by two displacement sensors. Then, the relationship between
current and stiffness is achieved based on the above equation:

(2) fe2 = k2x + d2 ẋ, in which k2 is the equivalent stiffness of the two electromagnets, d2 is the equivalent
damping coefficient of the two electromagnets and ẋ is the derivative of x. The ẋ can be calculated
by [x(k)− x(k− 1)]/T, in which x(k) is the vibration displacement at time k and T is the control
cycle of controller which is equal to 0.01.

It implies that the two electromagnets with the electromagnetic repulsion force can be simplified as a
linear spring and a damper. Then, Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:

Mẍ + (d1 + d2)ẋ + (k1 + k2)x = fd (17)

The transfer function is achieved by Fourier transforming Equation (17) as follows:

G2(s) =
1

Ms2 + (d1 + d2)s + (k1 + k2)
(18)

The damping ratio ζ which is hoped to satisfy 0 < ζ < 1 and the undamped natural frequency wn are
respectively obtained based on Equation (18) as follows:

ζ =
(d1 + d2)

2 ∗M ∗ wn
(19)

wn =

√
(k1 + k2)

M
(20)

The dynamic performance indexes of the system can be calculated to design the controller based
on Equations (9)–(13). Based on Equation (14), the equivalent stiffness k2 and the equivalent damping
coefficient d2 of the two electromagnets can be calculated within a certain range as follows:

82 < k2 < 3534 (21)

17 < d2 < 109 (22)

After the equivalent stiffness k2 and the equivalent damping coefficient d2 of the two electromagnets
are selected in the above ranges, the relationship between the equivalent stiffness and the equivalent
damping coefficient and coil current and the vibration displacement can be built as follows:

fe2(y, i) = 8259.7863 ∗ x2 + 2.4055 ∗ i2 − 317.9956 ∗ x

−4.0467 ∗ i + 311.2811 ∗ x ∗ i + 2.4351 = k2x + d2 ẋ
(23)
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Equation (23) shows that the values of the equivalent stiffness k2 and the equivalent damping
coefficient d2 can be satisfied by controlling the coil currents when the vibration displacement are measured
by two displacement sensors. Then, the relationship between stiffness and damping coefficient and current
is obtained based on the above equation.

4. The Control Diagram

The gap between two electromagnets is 0.015 m and the vibration displacement x is 0 m before
an external disturbance fd acts on the electromagnetic vibration isolation system or an isolated object;
the system is in a stable state at this time. After the system suffers an external force fd, the isolated object
will cause a vibration displacement x to emerge. In order to counteract the external disturbance and
reduce or eliminate the vibration displacement, the electromagnetic force fe is then aroused through the
controllable currents to satisfy the equivalent stiffness or the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient
of the two electromagnets. When the two electromagnets with the electromagnetic forces are simplified
as a spring, the equivalent stiffness of the two electromagnets k2 in Equation (5) is randomly selected as
540 N/m. The equivalent stiffness k2 and the equivalent damping coefficient of the two electromagnets d2

are randomly selected as 540 N/m and 30 N · s/m when the two electromagnets with the electromagnetic
forces are simplified as a spring and a damper.

With the above analysis and selected parameters, the control diagram is shown in Figure 3,
which could be applied for the above active control methods with the equivalent stiffness or the equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient by adjusting parameters. With the calculated equivalent stiffness and
damping coefficient based on the required range of dynamic performance indexes, the force between
the electromagnets can be achieved according to the measured x and the calculated ẋ. The controlled
current is then achieved by solving algebraic equation with the vibration displacement in Equation (16)
or Equation (23). In the control diagram, the xr is 0 m, which is the stable state of an electromagnetic
isolation system.

Active control

method

Equation (16)/

Equation (23)
Equation (1) Equation (2)

xr

x

k/(k, d)

x x

i xfe

Controller Electromagnetic isolation system

Figure 3. The control diagram with active control methods.

5. Simulation and Experimentation

5.1. Simulation Results

The simulation result with the equivalent stiffness and the simulation result with the equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient are shown in Figure 4; it can be seen that the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system is stable at 5.09× 10−5 m, which is close to 0 m. When the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system is controlled by an active method with the equivalent stiffness, the rise time tr is 0.05 s,
the peak time tp is 0.09 s, the overshoot σ% is 60.7%, the settling time ts is 1.4 s, and the number of
oscillations N is 5. Due to the fact that the range of the overshoot in Equation (14) has no solution,
the value of overshoot cannot meet the requirement. However, other performance indexes of the system
can satisfy the ranges.
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Figure 4. The simulation result with the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient.

When the electromagnetic vibration isolation system is controlled by active method with the
equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient, the vibration displacement x is 5.09 × 10−5 m, the rise
time tr is 0.08 s, the peak time tp is 0.11 s, the overshoot σ% is 7.9%, the settling time ts is 0.42 s, and the
number of oscillations N is 1. The performance indexes of the electromagnetic vibration isolation system
can meet the requirements exactly. It can be seen from the simulation results that the equivalent damping
coefficient improves the response time of the electromagnetic isolation system, reduces the overshoot
and oscillations, and makes the electromagnetic isolation system have the advantages of fast response
and stability, which can meet the real-time requirements of the electromagnetic isolation system in
practical application.

5.2. Experimental Results

Experiments are conducted on the electromagnetic vibration isolation system to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed active control methods respectively with the equivalent stiffness, with the
equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient. Figure 5 shows the physical photo of the electromagnetic
vibration isolator system. The digital controller is designed with the proposed active control method and
realized on the STM 32 singlechip, which are integrated with data acquisition device on the development
board. The C language was used for the programming and the code was compiled and then written into
an STM32 chip. All parameters of the isolation system and the mass of the isolated object m0 are equal
to parameters in simulation. Based on the control diagram in Figure 3, the experimental results with the
proposed active control methods are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. The experimental physical photo.
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Figure 6. The experimental result with the active control methods.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that the vibration displacement x is stable at 5.67× 10−4 m based on
the active control method with the equivalent stiffness after the system is disturbed by an external force.
The rise time tr is 0.05 s, the peak time tp is 0.09 s, the overshoot σ% is 59.08%, the settling time ts is
1.46 s and the number of oscillations N is 5. The vibration displacement x is stable at 5.54× 10−4 m based
on the active control method with the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient. The rise time tr is
0.08 s, the peak time tp is 0.11 s, the overshoot σ% is 9.83%, the settling time ts is 0.39 s and the number of
oscillations N is 1. Although the steady-state errors between the experimental results and the simulation
results of the two active control methods are different, it is small enough to be negligible. In addition,
the experimental results and the simulation results have the same variation trend. The experimental results
demonstrates that the proposed active control methods can effectively control vibration. Compared with
the active control approach with the equivalent stiffness, the active control approach with the equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient not only has shorter response time, but also has smaller oscillations and
overshoot to ensure the stability of the electromagnetic isolation system and an isolated object.
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5.3. Active Control Method with the Piecewise Strategy

Although the active control method with the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient can
effectively control vibration and provide desired dynamic performance indexes, there are overshoot
and oscillations in simulation and experimental results. For realizing the variable control parameters of the
electromagnetic isolation system and eliminate overshoot and oscillations to keep the stability of the system,
an active control method based on the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient with the piecewise
strategy is proposed. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the equivalent damping coefficient shortens the
response time of the electromagnetic isolation system, reduces the overshoot and the number of oscillations.
However, a smaller equivalent damping coefficient may lead to the overshoot and oscillations of the
system, a larger equivalent damping coefficient may increase the settling time, which is not conducive to
the real-time requirements in engineering practice. Therefore, the following piecewise strategy is proposed
based on the model of electromagnetic isolation system:

(1) k2 = 540 N/m, d2 = 30 N · s/m, when x < 4.00× 10−5 m;
(2) k2 = 540 N/m, d2 = 70 N · s/m, when x ≥ 4.00× 10−5 m.

The plate will produce the vibration displacement x after the plate of the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system suffer an external force, the controlled current is then aroused by solving algebraic
Equation (23) with the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient based on the piecewise strategy
to offset the external force and keep the stability of the system. The control diagram with the active
control method based on the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient is shown in Figure 7.
According to the vibration displacements are measured by the displacement sensor, various equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficients could be conducted. With Equations (1) and (2), the controlled currents
are then achieved by solving algebraic equation with the vibration displacement in Equation (23).

Active control

method

Equation

(23)
Equation (1) Equation (2)

xr

x

k, d

x x

i xfe

Controller Electromagnetic isolation system

Piecewise

strategy

x

Figure 7. The control diagram with the piecewise strategy.

In order to verify the advantages of the active control method based on the piecewise equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient, the the method based on the fixed equivalent stiffness k2 = 540 N/m
and fixed equivalent damping coefficient d2 = 70 N · s/m is utilized for comparison purpose. Figure 8
shows the comparison results, when the electromagnetic isolation system is controlled by active method
with the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient, the vibration displacement x is stable at
5.09× 10−5 m which is close to 0 m, the rise time tr, the peak time tp and the settling time ts are both equal
to 0.32 s, the overshoot σ% and the number of oscillations N are both equal to 0. When the electromagnetic
isolation system is controlled by active method with the fixed equivalent stiffness k2 = 540 N/m and
fixed equivalent damping coefficient d2 = 70 N · s/m, the overshoot σ% and the number of oscillations
N are both equal to 0, and the vibration displacement x is stable at 5.09× 10−5 m; however, the rise time
tr, the peak time tp, and the settling time ts are both equal to 0.58 s. The simulation results show that the
equivalent damping coefficient can reduce the overshoot and the number of oscillations, and ensure the
stability of the system; however, an excessive equivalent damping coefficient may increase the settling
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time. The active control approach with the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient can
not only keep the system have a shorter settling time, but also keep the stability of the electromagnetic
isolation system and an isolated object, which can meet the requirements of the electromagnetic vibration
isolation system in practical application.
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Simulation result with the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient

Simulation result with the fixed equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient

Figure 8. Simulation results of two active control methods.

Based on the experimental result in Figure 6, the active control method with the equivalent stiffness
and damping coefficient can effectively control vibration and provide desired dynamic performance
indexes. However, there are overshoot and oscillations in experimental results. In order to reduce
overshoot and oscillations to keep the stability of the electromagnetic isolation system and an isolated
object, the piecewise strategy is proposed as follows:

(1) k2 = 540 N/m, d2 = 30 N · s/m, when x < 4.00× 10−4 m;
(2) k2 = 540 N/m, d2 = 70 N · s/m, when x ≥ 4.00× 10−4 m.

The method based on the fixed equivalent stiffness k2 = 540 N/m and fixed equivalent damping
coefficient d2 = 70 N · s/m is utilized for comparison purpose in experiments. Figure 9 shows the
comparison results from experiments, when the system is controlled by active method with the piecewise
equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient, the vibration displacement x is stable at 5.54× 10−4 m,
the rise time tr, the peak time tp and the settling time ts are both equal to 0.44 s, the overshoot σ% and the
number of oscillations N are both equal to 0. When the system is controlled by the active approach with the
fixed equivalent stiffness and fixed equivalent damping coefficient, the vibration displacement x is stable
at 5.54× 10−4 m, the overshoot σ% and the number of oscillations N are both equal to 0, however the rise
time tr, the peak time tp and the settling time ts are both equal to 0.69 s. The experimental results verify
the simulation results , which demonstrate that the active control approach with the piecewise equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient can not only improve the response speed of the system, but also keep the
stability of the system and an isolated object.
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Figure 9. Experimental results of two active control methods.

6. Conclusions

The vibration control method, a significant concern in the electromagnetic isolation system, can bring
controllable stiffness and damping coefficient, and fast response. For improving the performance of an
electromagnetic isolation system with reasonable parameters and avoid the parameter tuning problem
of a PID controller, an active control method is put forward based on equivalent stiffness and damping
coefficient. The equivalent stiffness and damping coefficient are similar to the Kp and Kd parameters of a
PID controller. The conclusions are obtained in this paper are as follows:

(1) Due to the two electromagnets with the electromagnetic force could be simplified as a spring
or a spring and a damper, the equivalent stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient of the
electromagnetic isolation system are calculated by the required range of dynamic performance
indexes, which can avoid the parameter tuning problem of a PID controller. According to the
established nonlinear relationship, the equivalent stiffness and the equivalent damping coefficient
can be satisfied by controlling the coil currents. Based on the model of the system and the proposed
active control method, the control diagrams are established for simulations and experiments.

(2) The simulation and experimental results verify that the active control approach with the equivalent
stiffness and damping coefficient can obtain the desired dynamic performance indexes and control
vibration amplitudes for keeping stability of the isolation system.

(3) In order to realize the variable control parameters of the electromagnetic vibration isolation system
and eliminate overshoot and oscillations, an active control method based on the equivalent stiffness
and damping coefficient with the piecewise strategy is proposed. The simulation and experimental
results show that the control method based on the piecewise equivalent stiffness and damping
coefficient can not only reduce the setting time of the system, but also ensure the stability of the
system. The conclusion is useful for vibration control in the active electromagnetic isolation system
in practical engineering.
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